Implementing an EMR System:
One Clinic’s Experience
This residency’s implementation plan
succeeded by leaving as little
as possible to chance.
Paul D. Smith, MD
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he hard work is done. You’ve
made the decision, signed a software
contract with a vendor and are taking
the plunge into the world of electronic
medical records (EMRs). Now you just have
to install the system and start doing all those
wonderful things the salesperson told you
about, right? Maybe not. In fact, there
remain the rather large tasks of installing
the EMR and completely changing how
your practice operates on a day-to-day basis.
Though numerous EMR software products
with varying features and costs are available,
many of the implementation tasks are common to all of them in any practice setting –
single-physician, multispecialty and residency practices alike. This article outlines the
major issues that were involved in implementing an EMR system in a small family
practice residency clinic at the University of
Wisconsin Department of Family Medicine
(UWDFM).
The EMR
After three years of evaluating EMRs and
developing funding sources for implementation at one of our family practice residency
clinics, we chose EMR software that would
allow us to meet our goal of having a completely paperless medical record. In October
1999, we decided to install Practice Partner
Patient Records at the Belleville Family
Medical Clinic, which has 11 exam rooms,
six part-time faculty physicians, six resident
physicians, three visiting consultants and 13
full- and part-time office staff, and provides

about 11,000 patient visits per year. After a
four-month university bid process and two
months of negotiation with the vendor, the
contract was signed. [For information about
this and other EMR software and about how
to select an EMR system for your practice,
see “Electronic Medical Records: The FPM
Vendor Survey,” January 2001, page 45, and
the AAFP Web resource “How to Select a
Computer System for a Family Physician’s
Office,” www.aafp.org/x3700.xml.]
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The implementation team
One of the keys to a successful EMR implementation is creating a project team to manage the process. Our team included a
designated project manager and representatives from the information services department at UWDFM and the practice’s clinical
and office staff. Since the project manager
needs substantial protected time for the job,

You just have to install the EMR system and
start doing all those wonderful things the
salesperson told you about, right? Maybe not.
we hired a project manager at half time to
track and coordinate the pre-implementation issues, decisions and tasks. The technical members of our team included
UWDFM’s chief of information services, an
applications support specialist and an applications trainer. The staff members of our
team included the clinic office manager, a
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SPEEDBAR ®

➤➤
EMR implementation
involves installing a
system and completely
changing how the practice operates on a dayto-day basis.

➤➤
Though EMR products
vary, many of the implementation tasks are
common to any system
in any practice setting.

➤➤
The author’s practice
found that one of the
keys to successful EMR
implementation is creating a project team to
manage the process.

➤➤
The team should
develop an implementation plan that
includes such tasks as
work-flow analysis and
redesign, facility modification, hardware
installation and software configuration.
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“physician champion” (a practicing physician with a strong desire for project success)
and a second physician experienced in EMR
implementation.
Early in the planning process, members
of the project team visited two practices that
had recently implemented the software we’d
be using. Leaders and high-level users at the
sites talked about their experience, shared
documents and answered questions. The
team also discussed the implementation
process with the vendor’s staff. These discussions gave us a good starting point for developing our own implementation plan. Before
we began using the EMR in daily operations
(“went live”) six months later, the project
team met weekly and used e-mail to develop
and refine the implementation plan, discuss
issues and update progress.

KEY POINTS
• Successfully implementing an EMR system in your
practice involves more than just selecting a vendor
and signing a contract.
• The best way to begin the implementation process
is with specific goals in mind and a project implementation team in place.
• An implementation plan should address everything
from work flow to hardware and software selection
and installation to staff training.

(a task formerly done on paper) into the electronic progress note.
Facility modification. To avoid the
expense of major renovations, most practices
will have to fit the EMR system into the
existing space and floor plans, as we did.
The implementation plan
With our work-flow redesign complete,
The plan the team developed involved sever- we had a good understanding of what the
al simultaneous implementation tasks,
patient and staff flow would be with the
including work-flow analysis and redesign,
EMR system functioning in our existing
facility modification, hardware installation,
space. This was essential for planning where
software configuration, developing a backto put the new EMR equipment. To fully
up system, entering old data, dealing with
retire the paper records, we had to have
paper and training. Another key to a success- computers in every location in the office
ful EMR implementation is having a clear
where staff would need to look up or enter
definition of what you want the EMR to
data into the record, and we had to have
accomplish and making decisions throughprinters everywhere staff members would
out the process that support that goal. With
be handing printed materials to patients.
our goal of becoming paperless in mind and
Once we decided where to put all the hardwith the general philosophy of “plan for the
ware, we installed additional electrical and
worst, hope for the best,” here’s how we han- network wiring where necessary. In each
dled each of the implementation tasks:
exam room, we installed a workstation with
Work-flow analysis and redesign. One of a pull-out tray for the keyboard, a pull-out
our most important jobs was to analyze every writing surface and a desk drawer for forms.
function of every job to understand how tasks The exam-room workstations were designed
were accomplished with the
with the following goals
old system. The project
in mind:
Our general philosophy
team spent considerable
• Create a triangle
time analyzing existing
was “plan for the worst, between physician, moniwork processes, looking for
tor and patient to facilitate
hope for the best.”
opportunities for improved
eye contact and allow the
efficiency, designing new
physician to sit close
work flows that could be accomplished with
enough to touch the patient.
the tools available in the EMR and develop• Assure ergonomically appropriate keying a transition plan. At monthly meetings
board height, mouse position and monitorduring the implementation process, office
viewing height.
and medical staff discussed and made plans
• Avoid the clutter caused by racks of
for necessary changes in work flow that would paper forms on the walls.
make the best use of the EMR system. For
• Have a readily available writing surface.
example, we decided to replace paper phone
Hardware selection and installation.
messages with electronic ones, and we incorThe choice of hardware for the network and
porated resident supervision documentation
servers is mainly driven by the vendor’s
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requirements and recommendations. Consid- Our goal was to restrict access to all but a few
ering how fast this kind of hardware changes, high-level users for functions that posed
we made sure we had the vendor’s latest recobvious risks for intentional or accidental
ommendations before purchasing anything.
compromise of the integrity of the chart,
There is considerable debate among EMR
such as the ability to delete progress notes.
users about one hardware choice: whether to
• Laboratory data management. We
use hardwired desktop computers or mobile
wanted all laboratory test results to be availnotebook or tablet devices at the workstaable as soon as we started using the EMR.
tions. We chose hardwired desktop computThis required either an electronic interface
ers to avoid the
with each lab or a
problems associated
manual method of
Good EMR software can
with notebooks –
data entry. Though
increased cost, more
we are presently
be adapted to your practice
difficulty repairing or
working on an elecenvironment without expensive tronic interface with
swapping components, limited battery
only our main lab,
custom programming.
life, potential for damwe do have a manual
age due to dropping or
method of data entry
fluid spills and the additional layer of techthat allows us to enter lab results from other
nology needed for wireless connections.
labs. While this makes all test results availWith our hardware selections made, we
able to us now, using a manual method of
set up a small, off-site test installation of the data entry does pose some problems. For
server, workstation, printer and scanner.
example, after going live, we found that the
Since the technical members of our project
normal ranges we’d hand-entered from lab
team were UWDFM’s information services
manuals weren’t always the most up-to-date,
staff, it was easier for them to work on the
so we had to call each lab to get the correct
test installation at their office initially. Once
age- and gender-specific normal ranges and
the software was installed, we were able to
correct them in our system – a problem we
do a large amount of testing and configurawouldn’t have with an electronic interface.
tion on the test system before it was moved
• Templates. A template is a set of structo the practice site two months before going tured text elements that prompt the user to
live. At about the same time we moved the
add pieces of data to document the medical
test system, we installed fully equipped
encounter. Some EMRs require templates
workstations in all areas except exam rooms. for data entry, while others, such as the one
This allowed office staff with less computer
we chose, are more flexible, allowing data
experience to become more familiar with the entry by template, direct entry (typing),
operating system and the e-mail and worddictation/transcription or voice recognition.
processing programs. About two weeks
Developing templates (and even modifying
before going live, we installed the examexisting templates) requires considerable
room workstations.
time and effort. For this reason and because
Software configuration. Good EMR
our clinicians were dictating the majority of
software can be adapted to your practice
their progress notes at the time, we chose to
environment without expensive custom pro- initially allow continued dictation with the
gramming. However, the more built-in flexi- transcriptionist typing directly into the
bility, the more work necessary to configure
application. We waited to encourage temthe software to meet your needs before you
plate development until providers became
can start using it. Each vendor’s software will familiar with the software. Average users
have its own configuration requirements,
began to ask about using templates after
but the following considerations are comthree months. We saw a noticeable decrease
mon to all EMR products:
in the use of transcription after six months
• Security. EMR software should have the that has continued as template use increases.
ability to limit access to various portions of
Developing a backup system. Though
the record to particular users. In our practice, this may seem like an easy task, what should
each user was only allowed access to the areas work and what does work are not always the
of the chart and functions within that area
same – something we learned a bit too late.
that were required for his or her job duties.
We thought we had a good database and
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➤➤
In the author’s practice, the project team
analyzed every function
of every job looking
for opportunities for
improved efficiency.

➤➤
The team then led a
gradual installation
of the EMR system to
allow for testing and
to allow staff members
to become more familiar with it.

➤➤
Configuring the EMR
software involved
deciding which users
should have access to
all or part of the record
and whether templates
should be used.

➤➤
Other important
implementation tasks
include developing
multiple methods of
backup and entering
data into the system.
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➤➤
The author’s practice
found that it was
necessary to have
multiple methods of
backup and test them
before going live.

application backup system in place but, after
going live, still managed to lose a day-and-ahalf ’s data due to unanticipated technical
problems and human error. The key is to
have multiple methods of backup and recovery and test them before you go live.
Entering old data. The amount of old
data to load into the EMR before going live
depends on available time and money, and
the needs and desires of the clinicians.

Options range from no preloaded data to
extensive abstraction and data entry. We
purchased an interface that loaded all of the
demographic data from our billing system to
our EMR and updates any changes every five
minutes. We loaded the last three months’
worth of progress notes shortly before going
live. Since our transcriptionist had always
been typing our progress notes into a wordprocessing program, all she had to do with

A TIMELINE OF EMR IMPLEMENTATION
➤➤
The amount of old
data to load into the
EMR system depends
on the amount of time
and money available;
the author’s practice
loaded three months’
worth of data.

H

ere’s the process Belleville Family Medical Clinic went through to change their paper-based practice into a
paperless one.
October 1996 Began evaluating EMRs
1997

October 1999 Chose the EMR
April 2000 Signed a contract with the EMR vendor
Assembled a project implementation team
July 2000 Set up an off-site test system of the server, workstation, printer and scanner

1998

August 2000 Conducted initial basic skills assessment training
September 2000 Moved the test system to the practice site
Installed workstations everywhere except exam rooms
Conducted basic skills training

➤➤
To allow more time
for data entry after
going live, the author’s
practice initially added
15 minutes to comprehensive examinations.

October 2000 Installed workstations in exam rooms
1999
Early November 2000 Loaded three months of recent progress notes into the EMR
Conducted application-specific training
Mid-November 2000 “Went live” with the EMR
Made comprehensive exams 15 minutes longer to account for
additional data entry

➤➤

2000

February 2001 Noticed significantly fewer questions about the details of day-to-day
application use
Average users began to ask about using templates

Practices that want to
“go paperless” need to
have a method for scanning outside documents
as text or images.

March 2001 Noticed more questions about application features that were not in
daily use and an interest in using the application for additional tasks
still performed on paper
2001
May 2001 Noticed a decrease in the use of transcription
Stopped pulling charts for telephone messages
Many providers still went home an hour later than usual because of
additional data entry
November 2001 Most providers were back to leaving the office at their normal times
2002
April 2002 No longer added 15 minutes to comprehensive exams
Stopped pulling charts for most office visits
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the last three months’ worth of notes was to
fourth chest X-ray report for a hospitalized
start saving the files in such a way that they
critically ill patient, are simply destroyed. To
could be loaded into the EMR. After we
decrease the demand for scanning, we are
went live, all data was entered electronically.
working on an electronic interface for transSince completing the past medical, social
ferring documents.
Zand family history sections of the EMR was
Training. Our training involved three
time-consuming at first, we started schedulphases – initial basic skills assessment,
ing comprehensive examinations that were
basic skills training and application-specific
15 minutes longer.
training – which
We eliminated the
were done three
If “going paperless” is your goal,
extra time about
months, two
18 months later.
you must be sure the software has all months and one
We stopped
week, respectively,
the tools required to accomplish it.
pulling charts for
before going live.
telephone mesA vendor represensages after six months and for most office vis- tative and our own trainer conducted the
its after 18 months.
training sessions. A summary document
Dealing with paper. Many EMRs are not outlining key work-flow changes was distribdesigned to completely replace the paper
uted during the application training so that
record, so if “going paperless” is your goal,
anyone who was unsure how to do a task
you must be sure the software has all the tools with the new system had a quick reference.
required to accomplish it. The most important requirement for going paperless is to
Going live
have a method of scanning outside docuIn November 2000, seven months after the
ments as text or images and filing them in the implementation process began, we went live
EMR. Dealing with the massive amount of
on a Tuesday, as Mondays are particularly
patient-related paper that comes into our
busy. (See “A timeline of EMR implementaoffice daily has been one of our biggest chaltion” for a breakdown of the entire implelenges. Every patient-related document has to mentation schedule.) The vendor’s trainer,
be reviewed and filed, scanned or destroyed.
UWDFM trainer, project manager, entire
As one of our implementation tasks, we had
office staff and physicians seeing patients
to analyze the various categories of test results, that morning (including one project team
hospital paperwork and other information
physician) arrived 90 minutes early to physithat flowed into our office each day and
cally “walk through” a simulated patient
decide how to manage them. We decided to
visit from beginning to end, allowing quesscan selected important documents, such as
tions to be asked and minor problems to
Pap smears and radiology reports, and file the be identified and corrected. To allow some
rest. Once the documents are scanned, we
extra time in the schedule to adapt to the
keep them for at least a week to ensure relinew system, we added the 15 minutes to
able computer backup, and then they are
comprehensive examinations and avoided
destroyed. Some documents that do not add
double-booking visits (i.e., filling the scheduseful information to the record, such as the
ule with appointments and also seeing sameday patients with urgent needs) by
leaving some open slots in the day for
KEYS TO SUCCESS
urgent-care visits. Signs were posted
around the clinic advising patients
Belleville Family Medical Clinic found the following
that we were starting to use the new
to be essential for a successful EMR implementation:
computer system.
• Clear definition of goals,
By the time we went live, the staff
• Strong project leadership team to run the implementation,
members who had to change how they
• Project manager with sufficient, dedicated time,
did their jobs were prepared to do so
• Strong physician leader to champion the project,
and had previously given input as to
• Detailed analysis of work flow,
how we might solve problems that arose.
• High level of staff flexibility,
This was one of the keys to our success• Commitment to “plan for the worst; hope for the best.”
ful implementation. (See “Keys to success” for a list of others.) ➤
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➤➤
The implementation
plan should also address
staff training, going live
and post-implementation support.

➤➤
The author’s practice
conducted an initial
basic skills assessment,
basic skills training and
application-specific
training with staff.

➤➤
Seven months after the
implementation process
began, the author’s
practice went live with
its EMR system.

➤➤
Many of those involved
in the implementation
process walked
through a simulated
patient visit before the
first patient arrived.
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➤➤
Signs were posted
around the office to let
patients know that the
practice was starting to
use a new system.

➤➤
Though many providers
stayed late to handle
the additional data
entry for a few months,
most of them were
back to leaving on time
after one year.

➤➤
Ongoing user support
is available on site
from “power users”
and by phone from
the technical services
department and the
vendor technical
support staff.

➤➤
The immediate benefits
of the author’s EMR
system have included
legible notes and prescriptions, decreased
chart pulls and lower
transcription costs.
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The outcome
meetings were called to address specific
The vendor’s trainer stayed on site the day
issues that arose. Otherwise, the clinicians
we went live and then moved on to his next
have continued to meet monthly to discuss
installation. The project manager, UWDFM EMR problems and issues. And in a separate
trainer or physician champion were on site
monthly meeting, the office staff and cliniduring patient care hours for the following
cians have discussed EMR issues along with
two weeks to answer
general operational
questions and deal with
ones.
We are still just beginning to
problems. Within a few
days, we discovered and
The power
scratch the surface of what’s
corrected the majority
of an EMR
possible, but we would never Implementing an
of security access conflicts (situations in
EMR system in a clinigo back to paper again.
which users were
cal practice is a dauntunable to view or enter
ing task. It requires
information in the EMR that their job
good planning, strong physician leadership
required). After approximately three
and supportive staff. The most immediate
months, the physician champion noticed
benefits of our EMR system have been
significantly fewer questions about the
accurate medication lists, legible notes and
details of day-to-day application use. After
prescriptions, immediately available charts,
four months, he noticed more questions
decreased chart pulls and lower transcription
about application features that were not in
costs. We are still just beginning to scratch
daily use and an interest in using the applithe surface of what’s possible, but we would
cation for additional tasks still performed
never go back to paper again.
on paper. After six months, many providers
still went home about an hour later than
Send comments to fpmedit@aafp.org.
usual because of the additional
data entry required for the
THE COST OF AN EMR SYSTEM
EMR system. However, after
12 months, most of them were
back to leaving the office at
The total cost for implementing the EMR system at Belleville
their normal times.
Family Medical Clinic and one year of technical support was about
Currently, support for users
$220,800 to $260,800. Although estimating the total cost of an
is provided with a three-tiered
EMR system prior to implementation is difficult, vendors can offer
approach. On-site support is
some help by providing hardware and training estimates. Another
available from “power users” that
good resource is “How Much Will That EMR System Really Cost?”
received additional training for
[FPM, April 2002, page 57], in which the author provides a spreadproblem solving. If they are
sheet that can help calculate the initial purchase price and the
unavailable or cannot solve the
annual and five-year operating costs of an EMR system.
problem, a UWDFM informa$51,500
Vendor costs: software, interface, training
tion services staff member is
called for support by phone. If
$67,000
Hardware costs: database server, desktop
that person is unable to solve the
computers, printers
problem, the vendor technical
$12,000
Other costs: wiring, remodeling, surge
support staff is contacted. This
protectors, etc.
has allowed the majority of technical problems to be solved
$24,000
Project manager: half time for
nine months
locally. As the local support staff
has become more familiar with
$60,000 - $100,000
Project team: portion of regular
common problems, calls to the
compensation accounted for by estimated
UWDFM information services
time devoted to the project
staff and the vendor technical
$6,300
Training time: staff
support staff have substantially
decreased.
$220,800 - $260,800 Total
In the first few months after
implementation, occasional
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